**Innovations Showcase**

## Tool and Equipment

**Sign Stob Puller**
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**Description and Benefit**

This is a hydraulic operated puller designed to pull overnight sign stobs or delineator post. It mounts to any MoDOT dump truck that has a wing plow mount on it. It is simple to install with only two pins and is operated off the truck’s wing and plow hydraulic functions. It adjusts in multiple directions for easy two-person operation and pins back alongside of the truck for transport. It also allows the stob to be pulled without an employee trying to pull the post or stob by hand possibly causing back strain or using other tools to pry the stob from the ground. The truck can pull alongside the sign staying on the roadway. Employees then unbolt the sign from the stobs and place it in the back of the truck, the spotter can then unpin the puller and signal for the driver to raise, lower, or move the puller in or out, then place the puller attachment over the stob and then signal for the driver to raise the puller removing the stob from the ground with minimal effort. The signs and stobs can then be taken back to the MoDOT lot and stored until they are needed for the next task.

**For More Information Contact**

Northeast District/Maintenance  
Brett Griffith at [James.Griffith@modot.mo.gov](mailto:James.Griffith@modot.mo.gov) or 660-651-4687